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Forward  

If the world is to feed perhaps 9 billion people by 2050 (according to the United Nations), 

farmland needs to be valued for its production.  If we are to have “wild places” in future, they 

must be left intact. If we are to have attractive, productive and nature-friendly landscapes we 

need to manage them. 

 

As the oldest and driest continent on the planet, Australia needs to address its loss of prime 

agricultural and natural assets.  To do this, there will have to be some curtailment of 

individual freedom as it is currently perceived.  There will have to be greater planning of how 

we use our natural resources. Individual freedom is really only a perception, because open 

development really means access to land for those who can afford it at the expense of those 

who can’t.  The “have-nots” do not just include those currently on low incomes, but future 

generations.  

 

This will require planning and acceptance by the general community of the need to protect 

these lands.  Laws do not work for long unless the community is prepared to fight for them.  

The community will not fight for land preservation unless they “own” it.  By this I mean they 

value it.  To do this they must have access to it.  

 

Farmers and their representative lobby groups must take the lead in this community debate.  If 

there is no community debate, developers will win and there will be no future farmers.  If the 

community runs with it and farmers are not involved, there may not be an adequate level of 

expertise brought to the table, and farmers might likewise miss out.  Farmers manage 54% of 

the Australian land mass (Australian Bureau of Statistics).  They need to get involved. 
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Executive Summary  
 

Australia is rapidly losing its most productive land to urban expansion. This has major 

ramifications in to the future. 

I set out to see if we could learn from the rest of the world and discovered we could do better. 

We have not placed enough value on the productive nature of the land we are losing, nor its 

environmental benefit. 

Giving market forces free reign is not a good way of managing the landscape. There is no 

ideal way of valuing eco services in a market driven economy.  Hence the environment will 

lose. 

Some degree of market intervention is necessary and this takes the form of good planning 

laws.  However, these will always be under pressure from developers and the only way to 

ensure they are strongly enforced is to have the community fight for them. 

For the community to put communal good ahead of individual rights, those individuals must 

have access to land in some way.  There is a strong driver in humans to seek open space and 

connection with nature.  If this need is not catered for communally, individuals will 

circumvent it to find their own patch. This fragmentation must be avoided to enable farms and 

ecosystems to stay viable. 

Cities must be made more attractive places to live so there is less incentive for people to want 

to move out.  Again, this requires tighter planning, as the world over, developers will try to 

get away with the minimum possible. It makes economic sense. 

Public awareness of the issue needs to be lifted through community debate and farmers, as 

major stakeholders need to take the lead. 
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Introduction 

  

I am a partner in a sheep farm in the Mid North of South Australia with my husband Wayne 

and four children.  The environment has always been a passion of mine, and this ultimately 

led me to be part of the inaugural Northern and Yorke Natural Resources Management Board.   

 

When I set my sights on a Nuffield Scholarship I wanted to study ways of integrating native 

ecosystems into farms.  I was looking for ways to provide connectivity in the landscape so our 

native flora and fauna had some resilience in the face of external challenges, such as climate 

change.  However, the harder I looked, the more I realised there was no point planting 

anything new when the existing landscape was being decimated faster than any new 

connections could grow. The main culprit was urban development.  Not only are our cities in 

Australia allowed to sprawl, creating social, logistic and environmental problems, but lifestyle 

blocks make an even larger footprint. 

 

We live in the Gilbert Valley, between the Clare and Barossa Valleys. Over the past 20 years I 

have seen much valuable agricultural land and remnant vegetation lost to urban expansion, 

particularly lifestyle blocks.  Many of those attracted to hobby farms and lifestyle blocks 

would consider themselves “green”, but the mere footprint of so many is creating “death by a 

thousand cuts”. Small blocks are harder to manage. The Melbourne Bushfires, and smaller 

fires in Perth seemingly every year, demonstrate that native vegetation cannot be managed 

when there are houses spread through it.  Many shy native animals do not breed when people 

and their pets are nearby. 

 

Likewise, it is difficult to farm when neighbouring dogs attack livestock, weeds blow in and 

farming infrastructure and support industries become fragmented. Rates have become a major 

expense and it is one farmers can do very little about.  Local Government is forced to increase 

rates to fund the needs of new arrivals and the value of land has been pushed higher by the 

development, causing farmers to bear the brunt of it.  

 

The irony is the beauty of the landscape which attracts lifestylers in the first place is often 

impacted by their presence.  A quip in upstate New York goes along the lines of the definition 

of an environmentalist being someone who already has their cabin by the lake. To quell the 

demand for lifestyle blocks, we must find a way of people being able to access the 

countryside and views without spoiling them.  Our farmland must be valued for its ability to 
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feed people and provide environmental services. Farmers must be valued for their skills as 

primary land managers. Above all there must be affordable land available, and economic 

viability, for the next generation of farmers to provide these services. 

 

It is not too late in Australia to implement change, but we cannot wait long. Community 

debate must happen now.  It must involve all levels and areas of society. As mentioned, I 

previously sat on a Natural Resources Management Board and my husband is in local 

government.  In both of these I have seen good planning decisions overruled by State 

Government interference.  This in turn was driven by unwillingness to make hard decisions. 

In many cases good plans are in place, but they get over-ridden. Planning changes must be led 

by political will, which will happen only with popular backing.  A change in the popular 

mind-set will only come about through good leadership.  It is a circular route to change.  

 

My ideas may be out of line with the rest of the nation and, if they are, I will gracefully accept 

the majority ruling.  However, after travelling extensively throughout Europe and North 

America, as well as Australia, I do not think I am out of sync with the rest of the world.  The 

community must make an informed choice – farms or houses.  At the moment I feel many are 

blinkered and have not stopped to consider the sum total of each new development and its true 

long term cost.  It is in the interest of farmers to lead this debate. The implications of either 

having no debate, or farmers not presenting their view, are enormous.  Indeed, many of the 

people I encountered on my travels, particularly in Europe, could not understand the need for 

my study topic as they thought the need to protect farmland was blatantly obvious.  However, 

every country was losing farmland. 

 

A big thank you to Landmark for making this research possible. 
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Objectives 
In the last 10 years Australia has lost 14 percent of its agricultural land to development 

(Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences).  The majority of 

this has been the most productive soils with the more reliable rainfall.  Australia is a large 

country with a small population, but the coastal fringe we cling to is highly urbanised. This 

development is also wasteful.  We cannot afford to squander our most valuable resource, 

either from an economic perspective, or a moral standpoint, as we must play our part in 

feeding the 9 billion people the United Nations estimates will share our planet by 2050. 

 

Farming land also provides environmental services. All people need access to open space, 

fresh air, clean water, greenery, native flora and fauna and aesthetic views. We need more 

creative ways for non-farmers to access these without having to own the land themselves. 

More can also be done by private landowners to enhance the ecosystem services provided by 

the property under their control. 

 

Expansive development is expensive to service and society as a whole is paying for the 

privileges enjoyed by those choosing to move out from city centres.  In peri-urban areas, 

much of this infrastructure cost is paid for through rates.  Being larger landholders, farmers 

bear a disproportionate share of this burden.  Farmers are also squeezed by new arrivals 

failing to understand farming and its special needs.  These small holdings have a tendency to 

breed weeds and the owners do not possess the right equipment and knowledge to properly 

care for their land, impacting on neighbouring farms. In other words, the very people best 

placed to care for the land are not only providing this service for free, but are being penalised 

for doing so. 

 

The objective of my study was to find out if there were better ways of protecting our rural 

environment. 

 

  

 

   

Protecting our landscape 
Rural landscapes need protecting from overdevelopment.  There simply is no way around 

having strong planning laws and enforcing them.  Inevitably this results in red-tape and 
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delays, but without planning, there is no way of preventing eyesores and environmentally 

damaging development.  There is no mechanism for paying for the sum of the whole and 

hence each small parcel of land will always be worth more to a developer than its value as 

part of the landscape or its farming potential. 

 

After studying different systems throughout North America, Europe and Australia I came to 

the conclusion that the best way to keep land in production is to have a blanket ban on new 

infrastructure, with an easy application system for exemption for farm infrastructure. 

Additional farm housing should also be allowed where there is a demonstrated need, but it 

should not be allowed to be excised at a later date. Great Britain, France and Germany force 

farmers to justify new sheds because they are concerned about on-farm industrial 

development.  From what I see in Australia, job-creating industries are not anywhere near the 

threat to farmland preservation as rural lifestyle allotments. To save undue restriction I would 

leave on-farm industrial development out of planning laws for the present. 

 

Care must be taken to ensure the planning process is streamlined and easy.  Creating heritage 

buildings out of new ones results in significant costs to productivity in Western Europe.  On 

the other hand, many processing delays were the result of applicants trying to get the rules 

bent for them.  In special areas, such as Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and National 

Parks in England, farmers had few problems as they knew the rules.  They did grumble about 

these and most had gone to the trouble and expense to “massage” the rules to get buildings 

they wanted, but acknowledged the extra payments they received for being in these areas were 

worth it.  We have no such payments in Australia and I feel we are unlikely to in the future, 

hence society must accept a lower level of interference in the business operations of farms. 

 

In most states of the USA, all landowners have development rights.  Various government 

agencies and philanthropic bodies have schemes designed to buy back these rights so as to 

preserve agricultural production and maintain greenbelts. However, I think the most 

successful was Oregon, where all development rights have been extinguished. Portland not 

only has a 30 year plan which designates development, but has just released a 50 year plan 

which outlines where any further expansion will go, so as to stop speculation.  All 

development must be medium density. As a result, farmers still farm on the city’s doorstep. 
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The secret is to have few exemptions, once areas for development have been defined.  

Toronto, Ontario has a relatively new greenbelt (adopted 2005), but there was widespread 

community scepticism about political interference and favouritism.  Some farms became 

landlocked and unable to expand, but unable to sell up either. Horses for recreation were 

considered a rural land use, which resulted in the price of land continuing to rise. No new 

houses could be built, but there were no rules regarding house footprint size, as in Western 

Europe. Hence, instead of taking up 5 ha to build a rural retreat, the wealthy were now buying 

100 ha farms, demolishing the old house and building a mansion in its place.  This land will 

never return to agriculture because it is now overcapitalised for farming. In other words, the 

impact on agricultural land was 20 times worse.  This did not seem to happen in Western 

Europe. 

 

Another issue in Toronto was leapfrogging over the greenbelt.  Heading north from Toronto it 

is easy to see where the greenbelt finishes.  Good farmland is replaced by 2ha developments 

on a large scale. The reason – legislation only covered the Toronto area.  Other municipalities 

wanted to get in on the action, and took advantage of the demand.  The result – traffic jams, as 

these areas are poorly serviced. 

 

British Columbia banned development outside certain zones throughout the entire province, as 

has Quebec.  All agricultural lands are protected, along with areas of significant natural 

vegetation. All development must occur in designated areas. Exemptions for infrastructure (eg 

a new shed) are relatively forthcoming for bona fide farmers, but not for lifestylers. 

 

The town of Dayton in Washington State decided it could not afford to stop development, and 

being a small place in the eastern fringes of the state, did not want to discourage anyone from 

coming.  Their solution was to say any development was welcome, but full services must be 

provided.  i.e. town sewerage, water, curbed and paved streets, footpaths etc.  It being 

uneconomic to provide these to large allotments, no one has tried.  The council has also met 

its aim of keeping development to the major towns, as smaller towns don’t have sewerage to 

begin with and a developer would have to start from scratch. Servicing small outlying 

communities is a significant cost to Australian local governments, which is rarely addressed. 

Low density developments are attractive to developers because the level of infrastructure 

usually isn’t as great.  However, the cost is merely shifted to local government, who must bear 

the cost of higher servicing in to the future.  One unusual take on this was Ennis in Ireland, 
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where out of town allotments have been encouraged in the past as a way of staving off the 

building of a new sewerage plant.  It was simply pushing costs back in time, as the road 

network was under enormous pressure. 

 

 

Valuing land 
Where the community values land as open space, such as Western Europe, laws are rarely 

under threat.  Developers know there is little likelihood of getting any proposal through due to 

widespread community opposition.  Where individual rights are more highly prized than the 

communal good, laws are open to “interpretation”.  Ireland is squandering its natural 

advantage of cheap grass production through building houses on small allotments throughout 

the countryside. This prevents farms ever getting big enough to be economically viable.  It 

also adds to the cost of infrastructure development, as many of the roads cannot cope with 

increased traffic flows. 

 

Hungary and Poland have allowed houses to sprout up where there aren’t even roads.  In 

Poland, the average size of a farm is 10ha and these are all allowed to have a house.  A little 

“networking” invariably allows these to be carved up further and small developments sprout 

up in the most unlikely places. The most development in Warsaw is occurring where there is 

the poorest public transport and other services.  The result is a city which is less desirable in 

which to live.  Those who have made money get out. Planning laws have no teeth, and hence 

the sprawl gets worse and the bill for better transport soars. 

 

 

 

Urban sprawl in Warsaw with little planning for infrastructure 
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Interestingly, Warsaw does have a greenbelt.  These wedges aren’t totally joined and are 

being lost incrementally, but everyone wants to live near them. 

 

Greenbelts work where they are planned as recreation areas, such as Adelaide and Frankfurt 

am Main, but they distort the free enterprise necessary in running a successful business for 

them to remain viable into the longer term as broadacre farmland, such as Toronto.  They can 

also pressure farmland further out, such as London, England, and Toronto, as commuters 

“leap frog” the greenbelt and make it unviable for farmers to live in the true farming area.  

 

Where they do work is where proximity to market provides an economic advantage, for 

example in horticulture, particularly where there is strong consumer demand to buy local. The 

Holland Marsh near Toronto is not under threat because, apart from being too wet for 

housing, market gardening is strongly viable there.  New players can get in to the horticulture 

business through leasing a small acreage and consumers are prepared to pay enough at 

farmers markets and through consumer funded agriculture (CFA) for them to make a living. 

Vegetable grower Shane Eby came from an urban background but with a desire to do 

something worthwhile for consumer health.  He found a business partner, leased land and sells 

his produce through markets.  Many others do the same.  Some even lease a street of 

backyards to grow vegetables.  

 

Small acreage is not all bad. In the USA, the average age of new entrants to farming is 55.  

This does not help to lower the average age of farmers, but it demonstrates that there are many 

retirees seeking “the good life” who can eke a small living off a few acres selling through 

farmers markets.  The marketing of this small-scale agriculture is getting more sophisticated 

and it will be interesting how it evolves in the future. Access to a large and educated 

consumer base which is prepared to pay extra for a niche or premium product is an advantage. 
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David Fitzgerald made a good living selling organic honey, poultry, wood products 

and vegetables from a small acreage at Goochland, Virginia 

 

The problem is what happens as people get too old to dig vegetables by hand, or tire of 

basically working for $1 an hour (estimated return for small vegetable and chicken farmer 

Denise Doetzer).  According to Denise, she and husband Stuart will most probably carve up 

their patch for housing to fund the rest of their retirement, and she considered they were 

typical of the neighbourhood.  This land is then lost to any future generation having the same 

opportunity.  The answer is to not allow the land to be built on. Around Toronto, many small 

start-up farmers such as Shane Eby commute to their leased block from town.  If he was to 

relinquish his lease, it would probably be taken up by the larger grower next door. This 

happens in Europe.   In America, it is more likely the block would be subdivided for lifestyle 

purposes. 

 

Restriction on allotment size not solution 
Restricting the size of allotments is not the answer.  It lies in what can be placed on that land. 

As long as the land is not changed, it is possible for it to revert to large-scale farming in the 

future. Laws aimed at keeping land in the hands of bona fide farmers – such as having to do a 

tertiary course in farming in France to own farmland – are easily circumvented.  There is a 
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huge demand for farming courses in France at the moment, with the majority of students 

enrolled being older and already holding a previous degree – usually in a higher paying 

profession. The situation is similar in Germany. 

 

In Germany some states, such as Bavaria, force farms to be split equally between all siblings.  

The system is similar in France. After several generations, allotment sizes get very small. 

However, the land is not lost to production as it cannot be built on.  Neither is the different 

ownership segregated, so it does not affect field size. The result is 80% of farmland is leased 

and farmers have to contend with leasing from 700 to 900 landowners (in Bavaria), but they 

seem to manage. It is also quite common in Hungary and the Czech Republic where former 

communes have been given back to previous owners.  Several generations on, the current 

generation is not interested in farming, but doesn’t want to sell their investment windfall. 

Whilst leasing land from so many sounds like a nightmare to Australian ears, it actually 

allows young players to enter the industry.  These farmers accept they will never own the land 

they farm, but are able to get a start where they wouldn’t have otherwise. 

 

Eventually, though, as economies mature, the price of lease land can rise to price new entrants 

out.  Rona and Nevil Amis are trying to work their way into their own farm and currently 

have a ten year lease on a new entrant farm near Exeter, Devon, UK.  The idea of these 

council owned farms is that new entrants can get themselves established in farming and then 

progress to a regular lease.  However, the Amis’ wonder if they will be able to make the jump 

as the step up is too high and commercial leases are hard to come by. 
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Nevil Amis on land he rents in Devon.  Daughter Elsa (middle) is also keen to get into 

farming 

 

Tax laws can affect the ability of farms to expand through artificially influencing the price of 

land.  In the UK, farmland is exempt from capital gains tax.  Hence it has become a favourite 

place for city investors to safely park their money. This is an issue for farmers wanting to buy 

land, but not necessarily if they want to lease. 

 

“Horsification” is a far more contentious issue in the UK than it is here, and hardly exists in 

other parts of Europe. In my opinion, it is barely an issue in Europe because of building 

restrictions.  The issue in the UK is the use of white tape for fencing and stable “clutter”, 

which is being combated in some areas by using green and brown tape.  However, the 

holdings are few by comparison with Australia and North America. Horses are mostly kept in 

liveries.  People still move to the country to have a horse, but buy a house in a village and 

walk or drive out to the farm where the horse is kept.  The farm owner ensures the land is well 

managed and kept free of weeds and erosion etc (the horses are usually a side line to normal 

farming operations) and the horse owners have somewhere to ride.  The horse owner can pay 
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for full board, lodging and care, or DIY. If the horse owner is usually a DIY payer, but is busy 

or away, they pay the manager to care for the horse. The countryside is much better managed 

than in North America, where the situation is similar to that of Australia. A horse mostly eats 

bought in feed and does not need a paddock except for exercise.  Much environmental damage 

could be avoided in Australia if horses were kept in stables with room to roam elsewhere.  

 

 

 

 

How horses ought to be kept - Roger Poulson’s farm livery business, Scotland  

 

In Hungary, it is common for village houses to run back into a small block.  Some of these are 

farmed by owners, others are leased to the neighbouring farmer.  At Sofik on Lake Balaton in 

Hungary, Harm Kalfsbeek farms many blocks which run up against the town.  Most of these 

are small and awkward to farm, but nevertheless, they are still productive and better looked 

after than many small holdings. 

 

The Fewster family near Cleckheaton, Yorkshire, farm in the midst of 6 million people – and 

love it.  Their own 100 acres is supplemented with another 40 they get rent free from 
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neighbouring lifestylers who consider the Fewsters are doing them a favour keeping it neat 

and tidy.  The houses are in the village facing the road and the field runs out behind the house.  

Whilst the owners may have originally thought of having a horse or a few sheep, they soon 

realised this was too much hassle and asked the Fewsters to help out. Being the only open 

space all around, walkers are a common sight on their land, but the Fewsters don’t mind.  

 

 

 

The Fewsters farm this field, which belongs to the people who live in the house in the 

background 

 

In Australia, a family like the Fewsters would battle to pay rates. Peri-urban councils need to 

structure rate payments around the ability to pay if they want to retain green space.  Councils 

which derive most of their revenue from urban sources are starting to look at this around 

Melbourne, but councils which are half urban/half rural cannot afford to do so as they 

generally face large development and infrastructure costs. Werribee Council has introduced a 

rate rebate as a way of controlling weeds.  Land owners can apply for a sizeable rebate if they 

control their weeds.  Weed inspectors then know to target those who do not apply.  These, 
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mostly absentee owners, tend to simply pay a large fine.  The council uses this money to go 

on to the land and control the problem themselves. 

 

Greater access 

Allowing small house allotments in farming areas is not an answer. On the outskirts of 

Melbourne, compromise developments have allowed a landowner to group his land allotments 

in one area and have a caveat placed on the rest of the land to keep it in farming.  On the 

surface this appears to be a good solution as the majority of the land is kept in agriculture and 

the lifestylers all get a view without having to manage a holding which is probably too large 

for them. However, not only are spread developments more costly to service, but they are 

fraught with danger down the track.  In upstate New York, farmers were for many years 

allowed to carve off two house allotments for retirement blocks.  These were usually on a 

main road away from the original house and enabled a son to come in to farming.  However, 

the retiree inevitably grew too old and/or died and had to move on.  The house was sold and 

then re-sold and now current owners object to standard farming operations such as spraying, 

muck spreading, night tractor movements – even animal noises.  The farmers are finding their 

operations are getting very restricted, even though they have right-to-farm legislation.  The 

situation here in Australia without legislation behind us is worse.   

  

However, for the general public to fight for the right for farmers to exist, they have to 

appreciate what is worth saving.  To do this they have to be able to enjoy the countryside.  

This presents a real dilemma, because many farm operations are not compatible with urban 

understandings. 

 

In England the public has the right to walk on any public footpath, even if it goes through a 

farmyard.  In Scotland it goes one stage further and their right-to-roam legislation enables 

people to walk anywhere.  The public is not supposed to trample crops, but it still happens. In 

Cumbria we saw heavy compaction of peat land from people walking all over it, rather than 

staying on the track. In Wales, land manager Arwyn Owen had to be careful what stock he put 

in what paddocks as walkers’ dogs attacked lambing ewes and young stock, but he also had to 

be careful with steers, as he was liable if one attacked a dog.  Bulls were just too much of a 

risk.  
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To be fair to the English public, they are footing the bill for 80% of an upland grazing 

farmer’s income, so I guess they are just getting a return on their investment. 

 

Here in Australia, with no such subsidies, I would be loath to voluntarily allow full public 

access to my farm, but we must come up with innovative ways of allowing access if we deny 

people the ability to own their own “patch of paradise”.  To stop horsification we need 

somewhere else for horses to go (eg bridle path).  To stop native vegetation being carved up 

and built upon, we need ready access to bush for people to visit.  To stop motorbikes creating 

erosion, we need bike trails. To stop people wanting their own farm, they need access to an 

authentic rural experience. Perhaps disused council roads and stock routes could be one 

solution. Farmers might be happier to allow access to back roads if dogs were banned. 

 

French and German farmers receive more subsidies than their English counterparts, but the 

public does not have unlimited access to their properties.  Instead they are free to roam along 

any roads.  This still creates difficulties as there is decreasing sympathy for farm equipment in 

areas close to cities.  Warner Etzel, Wehrheim, near Homburg, close to Frankfurt am Main, 

reported he was yelled at and given rude gesticulations from walkers several times a day as he 

drove up small dirt roads between his fields (especially when towing a muck spreader!).  

When he stops to explain they are actually farm roads and were built for tractors rather than 

walkers he finds little empathy. On the other hand, Germans from more rural areas were 

amenable to machinery on roads.  The Irish, with their close links to rural life, were very 

tolerant of being stuck behind a silage trailer for kilometres down narrow roads.  It would 

appear tolerance was linked to understanding and knowledge of farming. 

 

Growing things gives many people tremendous pleasure.  Community gardens work well in 

Europe, and not just in cities.  The small village of St Kew in rural Cornwall recently started a 

community garden.  I wondered at the demand, as being a very small village I thought most 

houses would have had room for a small garden plot.  However, local farmer Sandra Williams 

said it had been a very successful addition to the village as it brought people together.  

Neighbours who never spoke to each other were forced to work in close proximity in the 

garden and now got on well. At the other end of the scale, volunteers in industrially-blighted 

Todmorden have set up gardens all over the city which bring people together and provide 

healthy food. 
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Community garden in St Kew 

 

Community gardens allow people to still enjoy getting their hands dirty, whilst reducing the 

footprint required for each residence.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

Funding models 
Any consumer access to farmland and enhancement of the attractiveness of rural views, 

comes at a price.  Mechanisms need to be found to assist Australian farmers with land 

management.   

 

One area Australian farmers are missing out on funding is from not linking the conservation 

sector with hunting.  In the USA, shooting associations provide huge resources for creating 

wetlands and other habitats.  In the highlands of Scotland, grouse are more important than 

sheep. Grouse shoots also employ more people.  Money from grouse shooting, deer stalking 
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and salmon fishing, runs the estates and makes conservation a big priority. It can get out of 

hand, such as artificially feeding pheasants in England well beyond the carrying capacity of 

the farm just for shooting. However, generally habitat is preserved by hunting. 

 

I can’t help thinking shooting feral animals is a lost opportunity in Australia.  We think 

hunters are doing us a favour, but we should be using it for income as well.  

 

In the Peak District National Park, accommodation providers collect an opt-out voluntary bed 

tax to help local farmers maintain walking tracks and infrastructure. Most people pay it. Even 

the National Trust charges an opt-out “donation” at all its attractions, on top of an entrance 

fee. Such a tax is necessary if those inconvenienced by tourists are not benefiting.  The 

farmers getting trampled in the Lakes District do not benefit directly from tourists unless they 

also run a B&B. Yet the non-farm B&B provider or the restaurant owner does benefit– at no 

cost. Will Williams, Program Director, Natural Economy Northwest, takes the view that 

farmers need to be funded from the public purse, as they are, because the general public wants 

them there as custodians.  The area is a National Park and they are basically rangers.  

Therefore, he takes the view, if the public pays, they should be free to roam, even if they are 

day trippers bringing their own lunch and not contributing to the local economy at all.  

 

In Australia we have to find a mechanism to charge for environmental services. Even if it was 

politically palatable, farm subsidies are not the answer as they merely push up the price of 

land accordingly.  A bed-tax, or a passport to roam on back roads, might be a start. Land 

based levies, such as used in some states for Natural Resource Management and Catchment 

Management Boards, are unfair and are merely taxing those already doing the work. A poll-

based tax or a flat levy per landholding would be more appropriate. 

 

 

Making cities more attractive 

Much of the drive for “escaping” cities for the country is due to the cities themselves not 

being attractive places in which to live. More effort needs to be made for Australian cities to 

entice people in to them. 

 

Portland, Oregon, has put a ring around itself and restricted development, but at the same time 

is paying a lot of attention to the quality of life within its boundaries. It is working on having 
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mixed neighbourhoods where people have walking access to shops, schools, employment, 

open space and recreation.  These neighbourhoods are linked by frequent public transport to 

the city centre.  Parks and open space are maintained and made attractive. 

 

I have been told Stockholm, Sweden, has made itself so attractive it now has a critical housing 

shortage in the city centre as people push to move back in. Eighty percent of the population 

rely on public transport to get to work.  The subway system is so crowded they are about to 

embark on a major expansion which will double capacity.  

 

Berlin, Germany, also works on neighbourhoods, with people being quite loyal to their sector. 

The inner city is as busy on a weekend as a weekday as people flock to cafes, open spaces and 

entertainment. 

 

 

 

Berlin busy on a weekend 

 

Seattle has village-style housing close to its technology parks. 
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On the other hand, during evening peak hour it was quicker to travel through the heart of 

Bradford, England, than the motorway ringing it. There is little economic activity happening 

amidst the unemployed of the inner city. Prosperity is a key factor in liveability. 

 

It also appears to be a growth phase that as economic fortunes lift, for example Warsaw, 

people move out as soon as they can afford it.  They move back in to cities as they mature.  

Making inner cities liveable takes money, political commitment and planning maturity. 

 

Manchester and Birmingham have invested heavily in rejuvenating their ailing hearts, with a 

degree of success. However, the Grattan Institute recently presented a study which concluded 

investing in regional growth in Australia was a waste of money.  A similar study by the 

British think tank Policy Exchange found areas in the UK which did not receive regeneration 

funding improved more over three years than those which did. It would seem there was little 

which could be done to direct people into certain areas, but favourable environments could be 

created in which development can take place. 

 

I looked at what makes a city attractive and discovered it is not the height of buildings, but the 

ease of access to everyday requirements.  Residents need to be able to walk or cycle easily 

and safely to shops, work, school, meeting places and open/recreation areas. They also need to 

be able to get out of the city easily for the occasional weekend – so good transport links are 

also important. The higher the buildings and the more people they house, the wider the access 

areas need to be and the better the security. Cleanliness and aesthetics are important, along 

with functionality and having public facilities in good repair. In other words, affluence helps. 

 

People can live with a smaller footprint and not notice it if design standards are good. 

Developers catering to the middle and bottom end of the market cannot be relied upon to 

uphold good design standards of their own fruition. I challenged a senior planner from 

Victoria as to why his department allowed “supermarket” housing to gobble up good farmland 

on Melbourne’s fringe. He agreed design standards did not cater for the Australian climate, 

were wasteful of land and communities were solely dependent on the motor car, there being 

little provision for the necessities of a good life in these new estates. He also believed the 

quality of life for residents would be better if their house had a smaller footprint so as to leave 

room for a small backyard, or at least a courtyard.  He lived himself in an inner city suburb on 

a small block, but enjoyed waking to the sound of birds in his courtyard. However, he felt his 
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department was powerless to do anything about it. I queried this and his response was that the 

public needed educating so as to demand better standards from developers.  In light of what I 

have seen around the world, I think it is unrealistic to expect a first home buyer to dictate 

design standards when their first priority is entering the market. Consumer pressure will come 

when consumers have a choice of something better. If land were not readily available, 

developers would grow more innovative.  At the moment it is cheaper and easier to buy 

another farm.  Higher standards must be demanded of developers. 

 

At the far extreme, developers in Warsaw did not bother even putting in a road in new rural 

estates, because it wasn’t demanded of them.  Expensive houses had unmade muddy tracks 

past their doors.  Judging by the houses, the owners could have afforded to pay more for their 

block of land to cover the cost of a road and drainage. Instead they will now lobby a 

municipal council hard pressed to provide other basic services to improve their access. 

 

On the other hand, sometimes local government has to look at its priorities.  In Co. Clare, 

Ireland, they are lenient about building houses out of the town of Ennis as the town sewerage 

system is at capacity.  In a town desperate for employment, no new industry can start up 

because there is no capacity in the system for further development.  This is from a council 

which spent 50M Euro on new offices at the height of the Tiger economic boom and is 

currently having to invest in major flood mitigation works through the city centre as it built on 

its flood plain during the boom and is now suffering major flooding as a result. 

 

Smaller footprints require planning and advanced investment in infrastructure.  However, the 

long term cost of servicing such communities is much lower. As Australia rides the mining 

boom, perhaps now is the time to invest in city infrastructure. 

 

Landscape models 
I looked at various models of landscape preservation, including greenbelts, UNESCO World 

Heritage listing for agrarian cultures, National Parks, agrarian parks in France and Areas of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty. Of these I saw the greatest benefit in the latter for Australian 

conditions. 

 

Greenbelts are useful to create recreational areas for city dwellers and to buffer cities so as to 

prevent conglomeration, but farming finds it hard to survive. 
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They can also serve specific purposes and are useful for connecting wildlife areas.  For 

example the former Iron Curtain is now a 1393km long greenbelt which connects with other 

reserve areas to form an 8500km corridor stretching through 23 countries from the Baltic to 

the Black, Aegean, Ionian and Adriatic Seas, which will provide for flora and fauna 

movement in the event of climate change 

 

UNESCO listing appeared to create unnecessary bureaucracy and control was taken away 

from local people.  In most cases, this is why UNESCO World Heritage listing was sought in 

the first place. i.e. someone didn’t like what the local planning authorities were doing. Whilst 

in the case of Tuscany, it did instil pride in the locals and they then embraced it, I am not sure 

tourism increased as a direct result.  Cumbria is hoping to receive World Heritage status soon, 

but I am not sure it will make it any better known or protected than it is now. 

 

 

 

Tuscany 
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The English idea of a National Park is a little different to ours and I think it would create too 

much confusion.  Australians see a National Park as an area of landscape untouched by man, 

whereas for the English it is a part of living history. 

 

An Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, such as the Cotswolds, seeks to preserve the best of 

what is there, whilst recognising it is a living, evolving, working landscape. There are 

aesthetic restrictions, but new buildings are allowed, as are new crops and agricultural 

practices.  However, new buildings must fit in with the landscape.  Often is doesn’t involve 

much more cost, just more thought.  Farmers are encouraged to allow access to their farms 

with extra funding to maintain walking paths. Peak District National Park has many staff, 

planning control over the local government areas within it and imposes a lot of regulations.  

The Cotswolds has a staff of 11 FTE and works with 15 local authorities to ensure their 

regulations fit the AONB’s.  It does not impose another bureaucratic layer, but seeks to get the 

existing layers to work together with a common vision.  It gets people on side. 

 

The AONB must work, because it is obvious when you get out of it.  There is a rash of 

lifestyle blocks and industrial development on the boundary.  As such the AONB is 

preserving farmland and helping farming rather than hindering it.  Tourists don’t flock to the 

area outside the Cotswolds boundary, even though it is just as accessible to London and there 

are stone buildings and little villages.  The beauty is in the open farmland and dry stone walls.  

Interestingly, the tourists (22 million of them) still come even though the area has shifted from 

mostly sheep to cropping.  In other words, what happens on farms isn’t really that important 

to visitors, it is the overall view and being able to go walking and driving around, with a 

comfortable cottage to stay in at the end of the day. The biggest drawback is finding labour.  

Most workers can’t afford to stay in the Cotswolds, it is so popular. However, the AONB has 

led to the development of a substantial “rural skills” workforce, with the revival of old skills 

such as dry stone walling. 

 

 

 

 
Planning for retirement 
The tighter the planning, the easier it is for everyone.  When people find loopholes – or think 

they have – to exploit the system, it bogs down.  More layers and rules emerge to try to get 

back to the original intention.  Red tape is something to avoid as it hinders productivity. 
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One issue to be resolved is the retirement prospects of those farmers currently approaching 

retirement who were counting on the nest egg of their farms to fund their twilight years.  A 

change in planning regimes needs to come in overnight, or rushed development will result, 

with nasty repercussions.  However, it will be difficult for these farmers.  I see no excuse for 

farmers under 50, as they have had ample time to put aside money into superannuation, or 

realise they weren’t making a go of farming. However, some form of compensation must be 

possible for farmers nearing retirement age.  

 

Throughout Europe and North America, retirees mostly hold on to their land if they do not 

have children following them.  Leasing out the land provides their retirement income. 

 

 

Representing farmers in the debate 
One thing to come out strongly from talks with various lobbyists in Washington DC, was that 

to lobby successfully it is best to join with as many divergent groups as possible and present 

one voice. I think there is an opportunity for farmers to join with conservationists, urban 

activists and recreation groups to present an argument for preserving our countryside.  Where 

it will be difficult to get agreement is with those developers who are purely greed orientated.  

There are many farmers facing retirement who want to develop their land and in the past this 

has led to farmers not having a united voice.  I would argue these farmers are really wearing a 

development hat.  Farmers often run two businesses – production and asset management.  It 

may be that the two need to be separated in this argument.  Farmers will have to look hard at 

which hat they wish to wear. There will always have to be some new greenfields development 

and some landowners will receive a windfall.  Good luck to them.  It doesn’t mean we can all 

get it.  Well-planned urban developments should substantially increase the value of the land 

with an even bigger windfall to those owners whose land must be developed. 

 

One thing to be clarified if divergent groups unite, is the definition of farming land.  I found 

many in the Melbourne Greenwedges Coalition who were happy with open land being 

subdivided into small holdings, each with a house and a horse.  I would argue this is still 

creating sprawl, forcing out farming and making native vegetation management more 

difficult. 
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One major difficulty in conducting the debate between farmers in Australia so that a united 

position can be reached in this debate is the absence of farmer unity within any one 

organisation.  In contrast to most other countries, a large percentage of farmers in Australia do 

not belong to a farm organisation.  This also dilutes the political bargaining position of these 

organisations.  The reason many of my neighbours give for not joining their local/state 

Farmers Federation is the cost of the subs for no perceived personal benefit. 

 

I noted the success of the National Trust and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds in 

England in attracting members and spoke to a recruitment officer from the RSPB. Other 

groups representing bird lovers struggle for membership, but the RSPB has one million 

members.  The recruitment officer said this was due to the other services they offer, such as 

books and information for virtually every type of enthusiast.  There is something for the 

person wanting to attract birds to their backyard, the person wanting to help conserve land for 

birds, those wanting to look at the whole ecosystem and advanced birdwatchers, not to 

mention landholders needing on-property advice and assistance.  The fees are low and the 

discounts and side benefits are high. Most of their money is made from selling merchandise 

(1M pound a year from stick pins alone) and accessing grants.  They are successful in their 

grant applications due to their high membership and hence political clout.  The RSPB is also 

able to use this political clout to influence Government programs such as Natural England. 

The National Trust is also very successful in attracting funding and bequeaths due to its size. 

Many of its 3 million members join solely because the fee structure for accessing National 

Trust properties (which form a large part of the recreational resources of England) encourages 

it. 
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Lobbying from the RSPB has resulted in funding for farmers to plant wildflowers on 

the edges of fields 

 

The RSPB membership had little say in the running of the operation.  A board and the CEO it 

appointed made all decisions.  There must be some way of accessing the sympathies of a 

larger section of the Australian public for a small fee.  If we opened up the membership of our 

farming organisations in this way, but kept the decision base small so as not to become 

unwieldy or be overtaken by other agendas, I believe farmers would have more clout.  This 

would lead to more funding opportunities, which would enable existing farm lobby groups to 

exert more influence. 

 

Without some innovative thinking and linking, farmers are not going to get the hearing they 

need to influence society. However, society needs the knowledge farmers possess. If primary 

producers are to run this debate, they must first work on communication channels. 
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Education fundamental to farming future   
Land cannot be preserved unless it is used.  I saw numerous examples in Europe of under 

utilized land going backwards due to the owners effectively being park rangers, rather than 

farmers.  Using agricultural land is the best way of preserving it. 

 

Tony and Angela Davis are tenant farmers on land owned by a water authority in Wales.  It 

has been more profitable for the Davis’ to reduce their flock from 3000 ewes to 400 and take 

upland payments.  The idea is to enhance moor land grasses and make the area more popular 

with walkers.  The result is a rank pasture which is moving to weeds and less desirable plants. 

 

 

Dead, under utilized grass on land farmed by Tony Davis, due to de-stocking 

  

However, longer term, farming will only continue to exist if we persuade the 98% of 

Australians who do not live on a farm of the value of farming. I investigated several education 

models and didn’t find a good fit for Australian conditions. 

 

However, most thought provoking was Colleen Smith, Executive Director of Ontario Agri-

Food Education Inc funded by Ontario farming organisations.  Colleen did not have a farming 
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background and believed farmers did themselves a great disservice by “whinging”.  Her 

argument was that no farmer’s child will come back on the farm while their parents only 

complain about it.  Likewise, she saw little value in farm visits or the many informative 

resource publications her organisation previously provided to schools.  In her view the 

modern farm was too far removed from the lives of city children for them to bridge the gap.  

Instead, she advocated a “Farm Week” in which farmers visited classrooms and spoke of the 

“cool” technology they used. Colleen went several steps further and said it would be even 

more useful to have researchers visit classrooms and talk about cutting edge technology.  She 

said kids were far more interested in gene technology than seeing a smelly dairy cow, finding 

out about GPS steering technology in a tractor, rather than the wheat it is ultimately used to 

grow.  Her argument was that most children could not make the leap in their minds between a 

smelly farmyard and a carton of milk, and really they didn’t care.  Wheat products are even 

harder to comprehend because they are processed. If the kids don’t get it, neither do their 

parents.  

 

Outside of the 15% of people who went to farmers markets and cared greatly how their food 

was produced, Colleen argued most people don’t think about their food, as long as it is on the 

shelf. Instead, the way to engage them was to talk about the interesting, high-tech things they 

could relate to, and gradually bring them back layer by layer to the paddock.  Her dream was 

to one day take her step-children to a field of lettuce and have them experience a “nirvana 

moment” when they were blown away by the realisation of just how much knowledge and 

care led to the creation of a living product which could feed so many. She herself had taken a 

similar journey once taking on her job. 

 

Colleen went on to say that consumers pay for what they value.  If farming is made “sexy” 

and interesting, her argument is, they will take more interest in their food and ultimately, be 

prepared to pay more for it.   It will also be seen as an attractive career. Travelling later 

through Europe, I noted the more interest people took in their food, the more farmers were 

valued and the land preserved.  
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Recommendations   

The world’s farmed environment is a finite resource.  It has to be shared between farming, 

urban, recreational, aesthetic and ecological functions.  With thought, these can co-exist.  It 

needs planning, which leads to formal plans, and involvement and access for all stakeholders. 

Tight planning is unavoidable to achieve the above, but need not be onerous.  The tighter the 

boundaries the easier it is to enforce and live within.  Farmers control 54% of the Australian 

landmass (Australian Bureau of Statistics) and as such need to be part of the process.  To be 

heard, they need a united voice. And they need to plan to be heard.  

 

To be heard, the following could help 

 Farm organisation to offer cheap membership and attract non-farmers 

 Introduce farm technology to schools 

 Educate local councils 

 Turn highly threatened areas into AONB  

 Work with hunters and conservationists 

 Allow community access around farms 

 

Farmers should receive incentives to help manage the landscape and towns should be made 

more attractive to entice people to want to live in them. 
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Plain English Compendium Summary  
 
 
Project Title: 

 

 
Nuffield Australia Project No.: 

 

 Scholar:  Helen Thomas 
 Organisation:  
 Phone: 08 88484241 
 Fax:  
 Email:  helenthomas@nuffield.com.au 
Objectives 
 

To find ways to preserve the rural landscape from urban 

encroachment 
Background 
 

Farming between two tourist areas (the Clare and Barossa Valleys 

of SA) and being close to Adelaide (120km) as well as having 

family links to the SW of WA, I have seen much productive land 

turned into urban sprawl – a category in to which I also place small 

rural lifestyle allotments. I sat on the Northern and Yorke Natural 

Resources Management Board for five years and was frustrated at 

the lack of worthwhile inroads in to this area.  My husband was 

having no more success on our local council. 

 
Research  
 
 

I  travelled to the United States twice, Canada, throughout the UK, 

France, Italy, Slovenia, Hungary, The Czech Republic, Slovakia, 

Poland, and Germany, as well as some research on my Global 

Focus Program through the UK, Belgium, US, Canada, China and 

The Philippines. 

 
Outcomes  
 

There is no substitute for good planning. Plans require 

commitment.  For rule makers and breakers to resist pressure from 

developers there needs to be strong community support for the 

retention of agricultural and reserve lands.  Farmers need to lead 

community debate and education on this issue if they are to 

continue farming in many peri-urban areas. 

 
Implications   Farming organisations need the issue on their agendas and thrash it 

out among themselves before they can present a united front to the 

general public. 

 
Publications  

 


